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Abstract

This paper describes a prototype preprocessor
data-compaction system for the Soudan 2 proton decay
search experiment. The Soudan 2 experiment will have
more than three (Billion potential data words per event
to examine, while less than one percent of these data
words will have valid data for typical events. In an
effort to reduce the amount of data to be stored and
analyzed, a data preprocessor was developed which
scans the data words. If a data word Is valid (ADC
count above a preset threshold), that data word Is
passed to the hose computer for experiment monitoring
and storage on magnetic Cape. To obtain fast data
compression, a hardware comparator is used. The
hardware comparator places valid data Into a FIFO
(first In first out stack) where the host computer can
acquire the data through CAMAC. The comparator and
FIFO are controlled by a microprocessor (8086 CPU),
and the microprocessor is programed for decision-
making and communication between che coapactor, CAMAC,
the host computer and a local terminal.

Introduction

Tne Soudan 21 nucleon decay experlatnt is a
collaborative effort of Argonne National Laboratory,
University of Minnesota, Tufts University, Oxford
university, and Rutherford Appleton Laboratory. The
purpose of the experiment is to neasure the nucleon
lifetime and to study tne decay channels exhibited by
candidate events.

The detector consists of riycrei drift Cubes
sandwiched between sheets of steel. Mylar film with
copper equipotencial strips insulates Che Hytrel from
the steel, and drift potentials applied to Che copper
strips create a drift field Inside che Hytrel tubes as
a result of IK drops in che tube vails. Viewed froa
the end, a stacked assembly bears a resemblance Co a
honeycomb.

At che ends of the tubes are orthogonal sets of
proportional wires and bussed cathode pads, yielding
X-Y information about charge drifting down the Hytrel
tubest The proportional wire and cathode signals are
bussed from 8 wire-cathode planes, amplified, and
shaped. This effectively multiplexes the readout of a
large detector for nucleon decay experiments. The
signals are digitized by 6-bit CMOS flash encoders
(RCA 3300) and written in CMOS static EAM (Hitachi
6116) using 9 blcs of address information. The flaah
encoders and RAM's are clocked with a 150 ns clock,
and since che drlfc velocity Is approximately 1
cm/usec, chere is a spacial resolution (exclusive of
diffusion) on che order of I an.

For che 1200-ton detector currently envisioned at
Soudan 2, chere are 6144 signal busses coming to che
electronics, and with 512 addresses per RAH there are
something over 3 million data words with potentially
valuable information in che event of a trigger. Since
in a typical event only perhaps 1Z of che data la
valid (has a non-zero amplitude)t there Is a clear cue
requirement Co be able to coapacc the data. In the
initial phases of this work, che data was coapacted in
che on-line software of a PnP 11/34. The coapactor
described in this paper shortened che compaction else
by a factor of 500 froa che time required by the PDP
11/34.

CowOUbuted papun to the. IEEE 1984
[OctoboA 37 - Novmb&L 2, 19&4)

The data channels, including amplifiers, damping,
flash encoders, and RAM's, are built on cards which
confonc. dlmenslanally to che RABBIT specification of
che CDF group at Fennilab, although the backplane
protocol is coapletely different. These cards are
called Analog Cards and are addressed through the
crate backplane by a crate controller which embodies
Che data preprocessor.

Description of Preprocessor

A block diagram of the major components of the
data processor is shown in Fig. 1. The data processor
functions as a crate controller using an Intel 80H6
[microprocessor running ac 5 MHz, and an Intel 8259
interrupt processor supporting eight interrupts. The
interrupts are used for such things as responding to
FIFO full or empty, interrupt driven data transfers,
sensing end of coapaction, etc. The functions of the
Interrupt lines are given in Table 1. Iwo KS232
serial ports are provided using Intel 8251 UART chips;
however, only one of che ports Is tied to the
interrupt processor to allow interrupt driven
transfers. The non—interrupt driven pore may be
connected to a terminal for communications with a
monitor program In PROM for hardware debugging and
software testing. The baud rate for the two serial
ports Is 1200 baud. Decoding is provided for 48 read
and wrice I/O Instructions which are hard-wired to
perfora various tasks in the system. Representative
casks sight be such things as clearing latches,
reading registers, etc. Details of the I/O ports is
given in Table 2.

Ihtre Is a 16-bit register called the Crate
Status Register (CSR) which is written and read from
the 6086 CPU. The bits of che CSK serve to configure
the hardware and to indicate the status of various
laportant conditions in the crate controller. For
example, che FIFO will take its input froa che data
bus, CAMAC, or che coapactor depending on the status
of two of the bits of the CSR. Another bit Is used to
Indicate whether che crate is in a data-taking
status. The aeanlng of each blc in the CSR is
outlined In Table 3. The CAMAC/host system can read
Che CSR ac any cine and obtain a snapshot of che
detailed crate status. This provides che aechaniso
for synchronizing the data transfer between the
host/CAKAC and the 8086/FIFO cysterne.

The address space is 64K bytes, byte
addressable. Each 16K-byte quadrant of aeoory nay be
either RAH or PROM, although typically che top 16K
auac be FROM since che microcode requires the boot
routine Co be »£ the address FFPO hex. Since 64K
constitutes one paragraph In the 8066's addressing
logic, che segment register is not used, and che cop
four bits of the address bus are not decoded. Thus
the maximum addressable •eaory space is 64K bytes.

The data format used is address x data, the
layout of the blc fields In a 24-bit word Is:

23 18
CARD
ADDR
0-63

17
ADC DATA
0 - 6 3

Thus an 6086 crate controller can accommodate 64
eight-channel KUK analog cards, each wlch 512 address
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memories.

The FIFO is organized as 24 bits wide by 512
words deep (Monolithic Memories C67401). Since Che
data bus of the 8086 is 16 bits wide, it Is necessary
when writing or reading to FIFO from the data bus to
treat the bottom 16 bits of the FIFO as a word and the
top 6 bits of the FIFO as a byte which is written/read
from the lou byte of the data bus. Transfers between
CAMAC or the compactor and FIFO are 24-bit transfers,
although transfers to CAMAC may be 16 bits. The FIFO
provides signals called IDERR and RDERR indicating
that the FIFO is either full or empty. These signals
are available both to the 8086 and through CAMAC.
During compaction, if the FIFO becomes full, IDERH
will halt compaction and notify the 8086.

The compactor is a hard-wired micro—sequencer
which is under software control of Che 8086. The
compactor has an address register which may be cleared
or Initialized by the 8086. This address register
provides address to the backplane bus which is used to
address che analog cards, the RAM's on the analog
cards, and the address In RAH. Uhen compaction is to
take place, the 8086 first clears the address
register, and then gates it Co a four-phase clock with
a period of 600 ns. One phase is used to advance
address. When the address register addresses a card,
a RAM on a card, and an address in that RAM, a six-bit
data word is returned via the data bus. The magnitude
of this six-bit word is compared with the magnitude of
a one-byte data word which has previously been written
by the 8086 In the compactor's threshold data
register* This is done on the next phase of the
clock. If the magnitude of the data word exceeds that
of the word in the register, a level called WRCOilPD is
raised and latched. On the next phase of the clock,
if WRCOHPD is high, the content of the address
register is concatenated with the data word and pushed
to the FIFO. The next phase of the clock is not used,
and on the subsequent phase address is advanced and
the cycle continues. Compaction Is ended when the
card address in the address register becomes equal to

che value of a byte which has previously been written
in the compactor's card-count register. At the
conclusion of compaction, a level called CDOSE is
raised and It may be used to Interrupt the 8086.

There Is a single width CAMAC interface which
supports 24-bit DMA*s in either direction. In
addition to data transfer, there are two CAMAC
commands which may be used to Interrupt the 8066.
Commands to enable, disable and generate LAM's are
available. Commands to generate external NIft level
signals are available. The two error conditions, from
the FIFO indicating full and empty are also carried to
the CAHAC Interface, and are used to cause the CAMAC ^
to go to zero in order to terminate a DMA. At tne
CAMAC Interface, there is a N1M level input for an
external trigger signal, which Is translated to TIL
and carried to the crate controller. This interface
module allows triggers to be generated either by the
host or by external logic. A complete description of
the available CAMAC commands is given in Table 4.

At the crate controller, the receipt of a trigger
initiates a run-down timer which counts 320 cycles of
the 150 ns clock and then stops data taking, at which
tine compaction can begin* This allows 29 ysec of
history of the ionlzation to be stored before the
trigger and 48 psec of drift history to be stored
after the trigger.

Software for 8086 CPD

A comprehensive set of software tools has been
developed to test and make use of the 8086 controlled
preprocessor and compactor hardware. These Include a
stand-alone debugging monitor, a virtual terminal
communications link to a VAX II series computer for
code development (via cross software tools), and
downloading of code to the 8086 memory, a data
acquisition control program, etc. There is a system
monitor, which is a. modifed version of the Intel 86/12
monitor recoafigured for our memory layout and port
numbers, and to support downloading of code from a VAX



11/730 through the RS232 port. The monitor supports
memory reads and writes, and coaparlsoris between two
sections of memory. Input and output to various ports
are also supported. The monitor permits one ro input
code In machine language and execute che code with
setable breakpoints or single step through the code
using the trap bit interrupt. The PROM version of the
monitor program resides in high memory at address E00O
to F500 hex.

A virtual t .rtninal communications prog ran was
written that supports data Transfer to the 8066 from
the VAX 11/730. The 8086 monitor port is attached
directly to the VAX 11/730 terminal port with a pull
aodtsta connector. To communicate with the 8086
monitor, it is necessary to execute this
comraunica:ions program. There are two modes one could
be in whi le running this comounication prograo.
First, the user's terminal could be attached as the
command terminal for the nonltor, and second, the user
can be in the command node where the VAX generates
command strings co be senc to the monitor program in
ttie 808b. with this system implemented, it became
possible to prepare code in 8086 assembly language on
the VAX, execute a cross assembler that would produce
HUrtb machine code in a HEX file format; this HEX file
could then be downloaded via the virtual terminal
prjgrara to the 608b and executed under control of the
S06b monitor.

Witn the ability to write programs izi assembler
and download them into the 8086 for execution, an
extensive series of debugging programs were written.
A program was written to test each subsystem of the
elect cocii cs. One program tested the addressing of
memory and the dependability of each bit of each
roe;a>>ry word. A second program tested Che compactor
electronics. There were programs written to test the
CAMAC data transfer in both directions. To execute
these programs, it is necessary to down]oad the HEX
file into memory and then, whi le cooaiunicat ing with
the monitor, execute the prograa by giving the ent ry
point into the program as well as the last executable
s citement for the break point. Errors found are
reported by the virtual console terminal.

An assembly language code was written to handle
data collection. This was a simple single buffered
compact ion routine; it handles an interrupt and before
the 8086 CPU starts data collection again, all data
transfer operations to the host/CAMAC must be
completed. This compactor software was designed for a
CAMAC system interfaced to a VAX 11/730 or a PDP
11/34, usirg the Argonne MIUAS or the Fermilab MULTI
data acquisition software oai;.kage, respectively. The
compactor macnine code is stored in PROM memory, CAMAC
commands are available to boot the processor, send
initial parameters, and begin execution. Then upon
receiving an event interrupt, the 8086 starts the
hardware compactor and waits tor either a FIFO full
interrupt or a compactor done Interrupt. A\fter it
receives either of these interrupts, it notifies CAMAC
of an event. When the 8086 receives the FIFO eapty
interrupt, it either returns to waiting for another
event if compaction was done., sr for Che next FIFO of
data to be transferred to the host coaputer. To
provide synchronization between 8086 and host
computer, two bits in the CSR can be read by the CAMAC
system to determine if the 6086 need* to place oore
data into the FIFO to complete che readout of the
current event.

A general facility to pass conoands and data from
the host/CAMAC system to the 806b microprocessor has
been Impleaented. It has a ness age header fomat to
allow the 8086 to Identify an intoning taesisage of
variable length. The 24-bit CAMi\C field is divided as

8 bits of comand and 16 bits of data. The ressage
command interpreter is a useful software device that
Is part of the compactor software. It uses che FIFO
and the two CAMAC interrupt lines to the 808b to pass
data Co the 8086. The message command interpreter Is
executed on an interrupt-0, and the 8086 configures
the FIFO so thac CAMAC aay write into the FIFO and the
8086 may read from che FIFO. Next, the hose computer
writes a four-word pattern into the FIFO with the last
word being the number of commands co execute. Then
coonands are written Into the FIFO, such as set
ccnpaccor threshold, set number of cards to scan, and
routine to execute next. After the host is finished
writing data, CAMAC sends an inteirupt-t for the
8086. When tne 8086 receives this incerrupt-1, it
reads the FIFO and executes the commands. The 8086
then returns to the data acquisition routine and waits
for an event Interrupt.

CODelusion

For che Soudan 2 d&zector, a number of
laprovetaents are planned. The crates will be
MULTIBUS instead of tae pseudo-rabbit ^hich will make
the cards smaller and ouch easier to fabricate. The
crate controllcr wi11 be ioplecented using a
commercially available 86/12A or 86/05 single-board
coaputer plus a Conpactor Card (COM) of our own
design. The COM will incorporate che functions which
are not included in the CPU, such as the compactor,
crate status register, FIFO, etc. The FIFO will be
iopleaented in CMOS static RAM with an 8X60 FIFO RAM
oanager chip. The RAM will be part of the CPU's
address space so chat the CPU has immediate access to
compacted data. The FIFO will be 32 bits wide by 4K
words deep, and 16-, 24-, and 32-bit tranfers will be
supported. The compactor will operate with pipelined
address and data so chat 150 ns per address will be
required. Compaction will be more conpleceZy under
che control of the 8086 and only one RAM will be
compacted at a tice. RAM's with no valid data will be
identified by an active channel latch and compact ion
aay bypass then completely. There will be a transfer
byte count register, so that the number of bytes
transferred in a DMA will be uider software control of
the 8086. A crate will compact sixteen 16-channel
analog input cards, and when all channels contain
data, approximately 40 msec will be required to
process a full crate. TWenty-four such crates
operating in parallel will be used in the Soudan 2
experiment.

He would like to thank R. Laird for board level
design and construction, and D. Wood for the VAX
virtual terminal software.

Table 1

Function of the Interrupt Lines on the 8259

IRO CAMAC generated interrupt by F24.

IR1 CAMAC generated interrupt by F30.

IR2 8251A UART serial port #2 has received a

character and then can Interrupt 8086 using
this line GO that the character can be
processed.

IR3 8251A UART serial port #2 Is readv to
transmit another character.

IR4 Event Interrupt for 8086 can be generated by:

1. External trigger in CAMAC nodule.
2. CAMAC F23.
3. 8086 write to port 67.

IR5 IDERR A write error has occured in the



FIFO. FIFO is full, conpactor Is
automatically stopped so no data is
lost, and 8086 Is given this
Interrupt so chat It nay process
FIFO data or interrupt the host
computer.

IR6 CDONE Conpactor is done. FIFO is
automatically closed.

IR7 RDERR Read error in FIFO. FIFO is now
empty, computer nay restart
compactor to fill FIFO again.

Table 2

8086 I/O Ports

I/O C

I/O 2

I/O 3

I/O 4

I/O 5

I/O 6

I/O 7

I/O 10

I/O 12

I/O 14

I/O 16

I/O 18

I/O 17

I/O 19

I/O 20

i/O 21

1/0 22

1/0 23

I/O 24

I/O 25

I/O 24

I/O 26

I/O 27

I/O 28

S-bit write to eight LSB of CSR.
16-bit read of CSR.

16-bit write and read to 16 LSB of FIFO.

0-bit read of the data fron RAH pointed by

Address,
Chan,

Card.

12-bit read and write of Address tivi r.han 0

3 bit 9 b i t

Chan Address

6-bit rea.i and write of card j> in selecting
address.

6-bit write to set threshold for conpactor.
If (ADC (I).CT.(I/O6)), then put in FIFO.

6-bit write to set the number of cards to
scan. If (card (1).EQ.(I/O 7)> conpactor
done scanning cards.

8-bit read and write to S MSB of 24-blt
FIFO.

RS232 Port 01 on connector JF programming
and status port with 8-bit read and wri te .

RS232 Port #1 on connector JF data port
with 8-bit read and wri te .

Pott A for the S258 interrupt control ler .
This port is the programming port.

Port B for the 82&9 interrupt control ler .
This port is used for sett ing the mask on
the 8 interrupts l ine.

(Wnd) set CSR 8

(Wnd) set CSR 9

(Wnd) clear CSR 10

to a one.

to a one.

by sett ing I t
to a zero.

(Wnd) se t CSR 10

(Mnd) clear CSR 11

(Wnd) set CSR 11

(Wnd) clear CSR 12

(Wnd) set CSR 12 to a one.

9 - b i t read of the t r i g g e r RAM address
(TRA).

by setting i t
to a zero.

by setting It
to a zero.

(Wnd) clear CSR 13

(Wnd) set CSR 13

(Wnd) clear CSR 14

set to a zero,

set to a one.

set to a zero.

I/O 29

I/O 30

I/O 31

I/O 32

I/O

I/O

I/O

I/O

1/0

I/O

x/o
I/O

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

(Wnd)

(Und)

(Wnd)

(Wnd)

(Wnd)

(Wnd)

(Wnd)

RS2 32

I/O 42

I/O

I/O

I/O

I/O

I/O

41

43

45

46

47

(Uod) s e t CSR 14 se t to a one.

(Und) c l e a r CRS 15 se t to a ze ro .

(Vnd) se t CRS 15 s e t to a one.

(Wnd) Master r e s e t l i ne to a l l
FIFO I .C . A pulse on t h i s
line clears the data bits in
the FIFO.

Clear the FIFO full
interrupt latch.

Clear the FIFO enpty
interrupt latch.

Clear the conputer done
interrupt latch.

Generator for conpactor
clear sequence.

Clear interrupt-1 la'ch.

Clear interrupt-0 latch.

Clear address, card 0, chan #

RS232 Port 01 on connector J2 programing
and status port with 6-tai- read and write.

RS232 Port 02 on connector J2 data port
with 8-bit read and write.

(Und) Clear CSR 6-bit set to a zero.

(Wnd) Clear CSR 9-bit set to a zero.

(Wnd) Set LAM on CAMAC and Interrupt A
output.

(Wnd) Set Interrupt 3 output.

(Und) 808& generated event interrupt.

(Und) stands for the function is only a write port
and no data is read by the devices.

Table 3

CSR Interpretation

This table gives the cean of each bit in the crate
status register (CSR).

Bit Field Position Interpretation

CSRO-CSR3 Used to con t ro l FIFO dataway input and
output.

CSR0-CSRI 2 -b i t nuober decoded to determine input
device:

0 - in fron CAHAC.
1 - in from 8036 data bus.
2 • in fron compactor.

CSR2-CSR 2-b i t number decoded to determine output
devices:

0 - out to CAHAC.

1 - out ot 8086 data bus.

CSR4-CSR7 (Not used)

CSRB Error in message interpreting routine:

1 • yes error.

0 • no no error.

CSR9 Message interpreting routine running:

1 - yes 8086 s t i l l executing code
in nessage interrupting
routine.



0 - no 8086 nessage interrupt ing
routine ready to rece ive
next CAMAC cocnand.

CSR10 Ready b i t - t h i s i n d i c a t e s whether CSR b i t
II Is valid:

1 - CSR U valid.
0 - CSR II not valid.

CSR11 This bit Is used to indicate Chat data
in the FIF0 that has not been read ou t
is the last data for this event.

1 = end of event.

0 » not last FIFO In event.

CSR12 FIFO gate. The FIFO input and output
can be enabled and disabled by bit 12 in
the CSR.

0 • FIFO close no other nay be read
or written.

1 - FIFO open read and writes
enabled.

CSK13 Hardware compaction done indicator.
This latch controls the starting and
stopping of compactor.

1 = compactor on.
0 = conpactor off.
Compactor turns itself off when
compaction is complete.

CSRU TROU determines if a trigger can be
accepted.

1 • accept trigger.
0 = ignore trigger.

CSR15 DAT indicates if the ana log cards are
clocking and digitizing or if there has
been a trigger so:

1 = analog cards are digitizing
and writing data i.to RAH.

0 ™ analog cards have stopped
writing data into RAM because
there was an event.

F28 CAHAC generated event interrupt controller on
the 8086 aysten F30 - IR1.

Note a l l above coocinds are with A - 0,
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Table A

Available CAHAC Commands

F0 2 4 - b i t read of data from FIFO, Q-bit response
becomes a zero when FIFO i s enpty.

F2 16-b i t read of the 8086 Crate Status Reg i s t er
(CSR).

FL6 2 4 - b i t write of data into the FIFO, Q-blt
response becomes a zero when FIFO I s f u l l .

F16 Enable UM. The LAM l i n e on the crate w i l l
be masked off if th i s la tch i s not enabled.

F20 Disable LAM, and c lear LAM and interrupt A
output. This command d i sab le s LAM for crate
but does not d i sable in terrupt A output.

F22 Clear Interrupt B output. Interrupt B output
is reset to i t s 0 s tate .

F24 Interrupt line to S259 interrupt controller
on the 8086 system F24 - IR0. This command
also resets the IDERR and RDERR latches, and
Clear the FIFO.

Boot the 8086.
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